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Confirmed 
Minutes of Audience Council NI Meeting 

12 June 2009 
Broadcasting House, Belfast 

 
 
Present: 
 
BBC Audience Council for NI 
 
Rotha Johnston, National Trustee (Chair) 
Doreen Bell 
Colin Campbell (Items 1 – 9) 
Amanda Faloon 
Maureen Gardner 
Mark Glover 
Liam Kelly (Items 1 – 11)  
Angela Matthews (Items 1 – 11) 
Paul McMenemy 
Alan Meban 
 
 
BBC Trust Staff:  
 
Carrie Matchett, Head of Governance and Accountability NI 
Trish Davey, Accountability Manager NI (Items 9 – 12) 
Wendy Bryant, Research Manager, Audiences (Items 9 – 17) 
 
BBC Representatives (Items 14 – 20) 
 
Peter Johnston, Director BBC NI (Items 9 – 17) 
Andrew Colman, Head of News and Current Affairs, BBC NI (Items 9 – 17) 
Mark Adair, Head of Corporate and Community Affairs, BBC NI (Items 9 – 17) 
Fergus Keeling, Head of Multiplatform Commissioning, BBC NI (Items 9 – 17) 
Rab McConaghy, Audience research and Strategy Manager, BBC NI (items 9 -11) 
Will Jackson, Head of Strategy, Audio and Music, BBC (Item 12) 
 
 
Apologies: 
 
Grainne McClean, Audience Council NI  
Paul Mullan, Audience Council NI 
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1. Welcome and Apologies 
 

The National Trustee welcomed Council members to the meeting.   
 
Apologies had been received from Grainne McClean and Paul Mullan.  
  

 
2. Minutes of Council Meeting 

 
The minutes of Council’s meeting on 15 May were approved.  
 

 
3. Matters Arising 

 
The Head of Governance and Accountability updated Council on actions from 
Council’s May meeting.  
 
Nations Impartiality Review:  Council had expressed its wish to undertake 
further monitoring of the impact of actions arising from the Nations Impartiality 
Review. It agreed that it would monitor a range of output across different networks 
and platforms in late September to inform a report to the Editorial Standards 
Committee in November.   

 
4. National Trustee’s Report 

 
The National Trustee updated Council on BBC Trust developments including:  
 
Younger Audiences Services Review: The Trust had approved the report for 
publication on 10 June. A copy of the summary would be sent to those who had 
participated in Council’s engagement activities for this consultation.  
 
Taste and Standards: The Trust had accepted the Executive report which would 
be published in June / July alongside Trust commentary.  The National Trustee noted 
that there would be an opportunity to discuss Taste and Standards at the Joint 
Audience Councils’ seminar on 14 October.  
 
Equality and Diversity: The Trust will publish the Executive’s report and Trust 
commentary alongside the Annual Report and Accounts.  
 
IXtra: The Trust had approved changes to the service licence for this station.  
 
Complaints Leaflet:  The Editorial Standards Committee would review a leaflet 
on the complaints process that may be useful for Audience Councils at engagement 
events.  
 
Learning: The Trust had approved incremental investment in parts of learning 
online not subject to the forthcoming strategic assessment exercise for learning.  
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Council was updated on further activity:  
 
Project Canvas Subcommittee: The National Trustee thanked the 
subcommittee of Amanda Faloon, Paul McMenemy, Alan Meban and Paul Mullan for 
their work on Project Canvas. She noted the changes to the timetable for the Non-
Service Approvals Process as the Trust had sought further information from the 
Executive.  
 
DCMS Free to Air Listed Events Review: Council agreed to advise the Trust 
with respect to the needs of local audiences.  
 
Digital Britain:  Council discussed some of the issues arising from the Digital 
Britain debate, prior to the publication of the government’s report. Council 
emphasised the need for the highest levels of accountability and transparency to be 
applied to any possible reallocation of funds no longer required for the Digital 
Switchover Help Scheme, equivalent to the standards that would apply to the 
allocation of new funds. Council was concerned by the suggestion that licence fee 
funds, understood by the public as funding specifically for the BBC, might be 
‘topsliced’ for use by other broadcasters for public service content.  
 
It was agreed that Council would be kept informed of the Digital Britain report and 
Trust response on 16 June.  
 

Action: Head of Governance and Accountability  
 

 
5.  Head of Governance and Accountability’s Report 

 
Council noted the report from the Head of Governance and Accountability, Carrie 
Matchett, including an update on engagement activity in May and June.   
 
 
6. Audience Engagement Activity and the Portrayal Project  
 
The National Trustee thanked Council for their commitment to audience 
engagement activity and invited feedback on recent events in Newry, Ballycastle and 
Belfast in May.   
 
Council considered that all of the events had been worthwhile and added value and 
insight to its understanding of audience needs and expectations.  
 
Engagement with the Business Community:  Council’s report on audience 
views on BBC business coverage would be informed by the three events with the 
business community in Belfast, Omagh and Ballycastle, as well as relevant feedback 
from other engagement activities. Council would consider a report of the issues and 
would feed back the findings to local management in September. The finalised report 
would also be made available to the wider Trust Unit and to network management 
as appropriate.  
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Radio 2 / 6 Music Event: It was agreed that a number of Council members would 
meet to discuss Council’s submission, drawing on audience feedback.  
 

Action: Head of Governance and Accountability  
 
Portrayal Project:  Angela Matthews updated Council on the work of the 
Portrayal Project subcommittee.  There had been discussion of the meaning of 
portrayal in this context, which looks beyond the extent to which different 
communities of interest are represented to how the rich diversity of life in Northern 
Ireland is reflected and portrayed. The subcommittee had agreed to consider in 
particular the views and experiences of people from ethnic minority and migrant 
backgrounds and people with disabilities.  It would also consider issues relating to 
the portrayal of Northern Ireland on the networks.  
 
Two engagement events had been planned for 24 June to gather feedback from 
stakeholder groups working with people with physical disabilities and learning 
difficulties, and from representatives of ethnic minority and migrant groups.  

 
Council agreed, at the request of the subcommittee, to consider issues of portrayal 
across BBC content over the summer months, and to provide examples to inform 
Council’s contribution to the project. It was agreed that a guidance note would be 
provided.  

 
Action: Head of Governance and Accountability  

 
The National Trustee thanked the subcommittee of Colin Campbell, Maureen 
Gardner, Liam Kelly and Angela Matthews for their continued work on this project.  
 
 
7. Quarterly Audience Insight Report  

 
Council noted the report.  

 
 

8. BBC Performance Assessment  
 

Issues were raised under later items.  
  
 

9. BBC Purpose Remits Research  
 

The National Trustee welcomed representatives from BBC Northern Ireland to the 
meeting – Peter Johnston, Director BBC NI, Andrew Colman, Head of News and 
Current Affairs, Mark Adair, Head of Corporate and Community Affairs, Fergus 
Keeling, Head of Multiplatform Commissioning and Rab McConaghy, Audience 
Research and Strategy Manager.  
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The National Trustee also welcomed Wendy Bryant, Research Manager for the 
Audiences team in the BBC Trust Unit. She invited Wendy to present to Council 
the findings of updated audience research on the BBC’s Purpose Remits.  
 
Wendy Bryant explained the objectives and methodology of the Purpose Remits 
research. The research, which had been conducted by BMRB for the Trust, involved 
a sample of over 2200 adult interviews, with a boost to include more than 350 
interviews in Northern Ireland. It gauged licence fee payers’ views on the Priorities 
within each Public Purpose. The findings highlighted ‘performance gaps’ where 
respondents felt a Priority was important but performance was relatively low. It was 
possible to understand change on different dimensions over time and to identify 
differences in perceptions between different audience groups.  
 
Wendy Bryant presented the main findings of the research with particular regard to 
audiences in Northern Ireland:  
 
• The level of high approvers in Northern Ireland (38%) was lower than in the UK 

population as a whole (42%).  
• Adults in Northern Ireland were the least likely in the UK to feel the BBC was 

good value for money (41% compared to 57% for the UK as a whole). 
• Despite this, almost four-in-five adults in Northern Ireland claimed they would 

miss the BBC if it wasn’t there (78%).  
• Within the audience in Northern Ireland, as in the UK as a whole, the BBC had 

relatively strong performance on the Global, Education and Citizenship purposes 
with the BBC gaining high performance scores. This was similar to 2007. 

• Creativity and Representing Nations, Regions and Communities were the 
Purposes with the biggest performance gaps.This was true both for the audience 
in Northern Ireland and in the UK as a whole. 

• However, key driver analysis showed a particularly strong correlation in 
Northern Ireland between the performance gaps for some Priorities within the 
Creativity Purpose and perceptions of value for money. The “fresh and new 
ideas”, “programmes and content that are inventive and imaginative” and “wide 
range of enjoyable programmes” Priorities had considerable performance gaps 
and they were very closely correlated with the overall measure of value for 
money.  

 
Council noted that the research would be updated twice a year for the next three 
years to enable change to be tracked over time. A full report would be available in 
coming weeks.  
 
The National Trustee thanked Wendy Bryant for her informative report.    
 
 

10. BBC Bi-annual Performance Review  
 
Council noted the presentation of high level performance metrics for the four Nations 
prepared by the Trust Unit.   
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Council noted the range of metrics from different sources relating to approval of the 
BBC in Northern Ireland and the difficulties this presented in achieving a clear and 
consistent picture of the issues. Director Northern Ireland, Peter Johnston, informed 
Council that a research project was underway to try to reach a clearer understanding 
the drivers of approval in Northern Ireland.  
 
Council requested more context and explanation for the performance measures 
presented in this report.  
 

Action: Head of Governance and Accountability  
 
Colin Campbell left the meeting at 11.30 am.  
 
 
11.  BBC Northern Ireland Performance Overview  
 
Rab McConaghy, Audience Research and Strategy Manager, BBC Northern Ireland, 
briefed Council on the first BBC Northern Ireland Quarterly Performance Overview.   
This report had been prepared at Council’s request for more regular reporting of high 
level performance trends for BBC Northern Ireland.  
 
Rab McConaghy outlined the new position of Audience Research and Strategy Manager 
within the structure of BBC Northern Ireland and, in particular, its relationship to 
programmes and commissioning, media planning and scheduling.  He updated Council on 
the performance of BBC Northern Ireland across television, radio and online for 
Quarter 1 2009.  Main findings were:  
 
§ Channel reach for television in Northern Ireland showed a high level of 

consistency over 5 years to 2009 for all the terrestrial channels, whilst 
multichannel reach had a significant upward trend 

§ Overall programmes were performing well but this was not always reflected in 
approval for the BBC as a whole.   

§ There had been two major network and local drama successes in April / May – 
Best : His Mother’s Son and Five Minutes of Heaven 

§ News consumption in Northern Ireland was high with both BBC Newsline and 
UTV Live performing well: BBC Newsline’s reach throughout the day was strong.  

§ BBC Radio Ulster / Foyle continued to perform very well.  
§ There were ongoing issues in establishing meaningful volume and quantity 

measures for multi-platform delivery and projects which had been initiated to 
address these issues.  

§ There were also issues relating to measurement of online services which did not, 
for example, take account of the quality of engagement.  

 
Council outlined its needs for reporting from BBC Northern Ireland going forward and 
asked the Audience Research Manager and Head of Governance and Accountability to 
meet to agree an appropriate frequency and format of reporting.  
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Action: Audience Research and Strategy Manager and Head of Governance 
and Accountability  

 
The National Trustee thanked Rab McConaghy for his informative and helpful briefing.  
 
Rab McConaghy, Liam Kelly and Angela Matthews left the meeting. 
 
 
12.  Audio and Music Network Supply Review  
 
The National Trustee welcomed Will Jackson, Head of Strategy, Audio and Music, to the 
meeting. She invited him to provide Council with an update on the Audio and Music 
Network Supply Review.  
 
Will Jackson explained the background to the review, including evidence of lower levels 
of listening to BBC network radio in some Nations coupled with a wish for the BBC to 
reflect local Nations, regions and communities more in its output. He explained how 
this review differed from the one carried out for Network Television, reflecting 
differences in structure, scale and potential economic impact. He noted that 18 % of 
BBC radio spend was currently invested in Nations and local services.  
 
Will Jackson updated Council on the findings of audience research carried out for the 
review. It indicated that, whilst audiences felt that it was not appropriate that all 
programmes should be made in London, they were broadly satisfied that Network 
Radio was sufficiently representative of the whole UK.  The response suggested that the 
location of production was not a major factor in reflecting the UK, and that this could 
also be achieved through other means such as the range of presenter accents, phone-ins 
from across the UK and events held outside London.   
 
He noted that that the review was concerned above all with audience need, efficiency 
and the quality of output, including production values and compliance. There was scope 
for strengthening relationships between production centres and the centre and to look 
for appropriate ways for BBC Northern Ireland to build scale to produce more for 
network.  
 
Council made a number of comments:  
 
§ It was important that the review was firmly rooted in the BBC’s Public Purposes 

and that this defined its scope and ensured that all options were considered 
objectively in the audience interest.    

 
§ The audience research had not sufficiently taken account of the BBC’s Public 

Purposes. 
 
§ The audience research indicated that audiences were agnostic about the location 

of production and this is distinct from indicating that production should be based 
in London.  
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§ Sustainability of production was critical and there was a need to consider 
different models to achieve this.  

 
§ Quality should be defined in terms of the nature of the output concerned and 

should strike a balance between production values and relevance to a wide 
audience.  

 
§ Compliance considerations should not be a barrier to production outside 

London as BBC compliance processes were in place around the UK.  
 
§ There should be greater cross promotion of BBC services across the different 

platforms.   
 
 
Council asked for an update on iPlayer to understand how cross promotion worked on 
this platform.  
 

Action: Head of Governance and Accountability 
 
 
The National Trustee thanked Will Jackson for his briefing and asked that he convey 
Council’s concerns to management.  
 
 
13.  BBC NI Management Report 
 
Council noted BBC Northern Ireland management’s written report.  
 
Director Northern Ireland, Peter Johnston, highlighted key points in the report: 
 
Ulster Championship: BBCNI's contractual agreements mean that it can provide live 
coverage of GAA Ulster Championship matches on a cross-platform basis if these 
fixtures are also being covered by RTE. Matches at later stages in the All Ireland 
competition are only available if an Ulster team is involved. Rights constraints prevent 
the BBC from showing these fixtures on digital satellite television. They are however, 
available on DTT, cable and analogue. 
 
Network Supply Review: James Hayes had been appointed to the position of 
Knowledge Commissioning Executive as part of the network supply for factual 
programming for television.  
 
Council requested that James Hayes be invited to lunch after a future Council meeting.  
 

Action: Head of Governance and Accountability  
 
The National Trustee congratulated BBC Northern Ireland on winning the Music Special 
Bronze Award at the Sony Radio Academy Awards for Gerry’s Danny Boy.  
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Head of Corporate and Community Affairs, Mark Adair, responded to a query from 
Council at its April meeting. He explained that the turnaround performance for 
complaints from Northern Ireland was lower than the UK as whole because the latter 
took into account a volume of automated responses.  The performance for complaints 
about BBC Northern Ireland, where automated responses were not used, was 
equivalent to performance in the other Nations.  
 
 
14.  BBC Information Audience Feedback Report:  
 
Council noted the report.  
 
 
15.  Audience Council Feedback on BBC Performance in NI  
 
Council members commented on a range of local and network output including The 
Politics Show European election coverage, Let’s Talk website, Musical Memories, 
Family Focus on BBC Newsline and Around Ireland in 80 Days. One member 
commented on the importance of accuracy in health reports, for instance, in 
distinguishing between a person infected by c difficile and someone carrying it.  
 
The National Trustee informed BBC Northern Ireland management that Council would 
be conducting further monitoring of network news and current affairs with respect to 
the Nations Impartiality Review in the autumn.  
 
 
16.  National and Local Press Coverage 
 
Council noted the extracts from local and national press.  
 
 
17.  Any Other Business 
 
The National Trustee reminded Council that representatives from Ofcom Northern 
Ireland would provide a briefing on related work over lunch.  
 
 
 


